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Kudos to San Diego’s Associated Builders
and Contractors Craft Champions
Top-ranked local plumbing, electrical, and sheet metal
apprentices will now compete nationally
By: Mary Montgomery

6

At long last, San Diego’s newest Craft Champions
have been named: Franklin Noble of Poway representing
Bergelectric, Richard Ederer of Santee with Sherwood
Mechanical, and Alpine’s own Kevin Sullivan with Brian
Cox Mechanical.
These three craftsmen took home top honors after
proving their talent in a best-of-skills final showdown,
part of a larger pool of 17 apprentices and craft trainees
working through the pressure of vying for a top spot. Only
three would walk away with the title of Craft Champion
in their individual craft of electrical, plumbing, or sheet
metal.
The December 7 event marked the 13th annual San
Diego Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC) Apprenticeship Craft Championship Competition took
place, located this year at the Training Trust Academy in
Poway.
Winning the Electrical competition was Franklin
Noble, representing Bergelectric of Escondido. Second
place went to Cody Rasco and third place to Nicholas
Moon, both representing Rowan Electric.
Placing first in the Plumbing category: Richard Ederer
with Sherwood Mechanical. Daniel Baldwin took second
place, representing Interpipe Contracting, and Jeremy
Ransom won the third place slot.
The Sheet Metal champion is Kevin Sullivan with Brian
CONTRACTOR NEWS

Cox Mechanical. Sullivan placed second in last year’s
competition, returning this year for the win. Second
place in this year’s sheet metal category went to Edward
Ferris, also of Brian Cox Mechanical.
Testing the skills of the best local craftsmen, the ABC
San Diego Apprenticeship Craft Champions Competition
emphasizes the important role of craft skills training in
construction. Contestants are evaluated based on their
technical knowledge of their craft, as well as practical
skill and talent, with a comprehensive written exam and
hands-on performance tests.
The evaluation is no easy undertaking. First, contestants must successfully complete hundreds of hours of
classroom training. This classroom training is followed
up by thousands of hours of field experience, just to be
eligible to participate in the competition. Apprentices
and craft trainees who score high marks on the two-hour
written exam portion of the competition are then invited
to participate in the skills portion of the challenge to determine the San Diego champions.
The competition is fierce. Those craftsmen in the running must face their competitors in a final race against
the clock to complete a project as close to the specifications provided as possible – and that’s the easy part.
The project must be completed using only the materials
that are provided, which can require creativity. Judg-
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es observe each craftsman, with a careful eye towards
technique and safe work practices, and then score each
project. The judges’ scores for each project are then
combined with each craftsman’s written test scores to
achieve an overall score that determines the winner.
In addition to winning cash, tools, and bragging
rights, Franklin Noble, Richard Ederer, and Kevin Sullivan will go on to represent San Diego and their craft in
the 2014 ABC National Craft Championships (NCC) in
Birmingham, Alabama next May.
The 2014 NCC will take place on the floor of the Birmingham-Jefferson Convention Center. The competitors
will include apprentices, trainees and students who have
less than six years of experience in the craft. Many have
won a local or state ABC competition in order to advance
to the national level and have been training for the last
nine to 12 months.
In addition to the nearly 150 competitors expected in
Birmingham next year, more than 750 industry leaders
and other professionals are also likely to attend. Many
vocational tech students will similarly make the trek to
the national event to experience the excitement of the
competition and to also browse through vendor displays.
To prepare for the NCC, competitors dedicate countless daytime and evening hours working one-on-one with
instructors, learning from jobsite foremen, reading and

studying textbooks, and taking sample tests and practicing techniques they may not be familiar with.
Competitors will square off in different categories,
representing various crafts. Competition categories
include: carpentry, electrical commercial-industrial,
electrical residential-commercial; HVAC, sheet metal,
pipefitting and plumbing, among others. The ABC National Craft Championships were developed in 1987 to
celebrate and recognize craft training in construction
careers.
The San Diego ABC Apprenticeship Program has a
proud tradition of national winners, with 13 medals won
during the past 12 years. Last year, sheet metal apprentice Clayton Courter brought home a Gold Medal, the
third year in a row that a San Diego sheet metal apprentice has been on the national winners’ podium.
Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC) is a national trade association representing 22,000 members
from more than 19,000 construction and industry-related firms. Founded on the merit shop philosophy, ABC
and its 70 chapters across the U.S. help members develop people, win work and deliver that work safely, ethically and profitably for the betterment of the communities
in which they work. To find out more about ABCSD, visit,
www.abcsd.org.

Winners of the Electrical
Competition: 1st Place: Franklin
Noble, 2nd Place: Cody Rasco
and 3rd Place: Nicholas Moon

760.466.7790

Winners of the Plumbing
Competition: 1st Place: Richard
Ederer, 2nd Place: Daniel
Baldwin and 3rd Place: Jeremy
Ransom

Winners of the Sheet Metal
Competition: 1st Place: Kevin
Sullivan, 2nd Place: Edward Ferris

San Diego
Chapter

Excellence In
Construction Awards
November 22, 2013

Contractors and guests helped honor 23 of the finest construction
projects built by ABC San Diego Contractors. Congrats to the top
winners of the night - Gould Electric, Inc. for the Sage Creek High
School, A&D GC, Inc. for the Recruit Marksmanship Training Facility, and Nova Group and Underground Construction for the Defense
Fuel Storage Facility. And congratulations to all the honorees of the
evening. Chris Merrill, morning host on KOGO 600, was the master
of ceremonies. Cash'd Out performed following the awards.

Photos by: Ken Randall Photography

760.466.7790
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P.S. It’s the law.
CONSTRUCTION LAW BY PAM SCHOLEFIELD

10815 Rancho Bernardo Road Ste 105• SAN DIEGO, CA 92127 • TEL: 858.613.0888

To Lien or Not to Lien… that is the question
Question: Our company is a construction equipment rental company. Some of our equipment was
leased by a contractor to use for a
meat packing plant expansion. The
expansion also includes relocating
the plant’s emergency power system. The contractor rented from us
various items such as a backhoe,
emergency generators, and site
fencing. The contractor has fallen
way behind in making payments for
the rented equipment. We provided
the 20-day preliminary notice as required for this project when we first
sent the equipment out. Can we record a mechanic’s lien to protect our
rights to payment?
Answer: The right to a mechanic’s
lien for persons supplying labor, services, equipment, or materials to improve property is vested in the California Constitution. The public policy
behind liens is to prevent a property
owner from being unjustly enriched
by the value added to their land if the
one who supplied the labor, services,
equipment, or materials for that increased value went unpaid. But, it is
not always easy to figure out who, exactly, has lien rights and your seemingly simple question, unfortunately,
cannot be answered with a “yes” or
“no.”
Per Civil Code, section 8414, a
claimant other than a direct contractor can file a mechanic’s lien after you have ceased to provide work
10
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to the project. So the first question
is whether or not your company is
still leasing its equipment to the
site. Assuming that you’ve retrieved
your equipment, we have to assume
that the project is ongoing or, if not,
that the time to record a lien has not
expired. That is subject of another
question.
Next, we have to consider each
piece of equipment your are supplying and determine whether or not it
was used or consumed in the work of
improvement. Court cases analyzing
what this means have held that the
word “used” means actually and directly used to improve the property
and increase the property’s value.
The leasing of the backhoe would

most likely entitled you to lien the
property for the rental charges that
have not been paid for that piece of
equipment. The backhoe was used
for earthwork that altered the property. Thus, the backhoe was used in
the work of improvement, meaning
it was used to directly improve the
property.
On the other hand, site fencing is
usually not an item that would entitle a rental company to lien rights.
The fence may have been required
by contract, insurance or even local ordinance, and was actually in
place during the construction work.
Without the fencing in place, the
contractor probably would not have
been allowed to proceed with the
construction work. So, there is no
doubt that the fencing was a necessary element in completing the work
of improvement. But, the fence was
constructed solely for security and
liability purposes. It is temporary
and does not, itself, directly improve

and add value to the property. Thus, providing temporary
fencing generally does not entitle the rental company to
lien rights.
The emergency generators are another issue all together. In some instances, a generator may be used to
supply power to a jobsite in order to power up various
tools being used to perform construction work. Wouldn’t
that be similar enough to the backhoe? Each piece of
equipment, while not permanently installed on the land,
was actually used to improve the property. But, if the
generator, or backhoe, was delivered to the jobsite and
left there for the duration of the leased time, but for
some reason sat idle and was never used, there would
be a strong argument that the rental company does not
have lien rights in that situation because the equipment
was never actually used to improve the property.
By your question, it would seem that the emergency
generators were rented to be on site for the purpose of
supplying backup power to the existing operations just in
case the normal utility power failed during the time the
plant’s emergency power system was being relocated. If
that is the case, then how would those generators, themselves, be adding value to the property? In this case,
aren’t more like the fencing? They are needed in order
for the project to go forward. But, the generators not

actually and directly used in the actual work of improvement – they are not being used to enhance the value of
the property.
As you see, mechanic’s lien rights are not very
straightforward. These laws were recently revamped in
order to provide more clarity as to who is entitled to, as
well as the timing, on mechanics’ liens, stop payment
notices, and bond claims. However, though some clarity
was provided, other areas remain uncertain and will be
decided by our courts as they always have been – on a
case-by-case basis.

Have a construction question for Pam?
Submit it to: info@construction-laws.com
General Disclaimer

The information in this article is based upon California law and
is for general information only. Any information or analysis presented here is intended solely to inform and educate the reader on
general issues. Nothing presented or referenced to, regarding facts,
documents, or applicable laws, constitutes legal advice. Before
acting or relying on any information, including any information
presented here, consult with a qualified attorney for your specific
situation.
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CONTACT

December 2013
Get your prequalification
package now: email Glenda Burbery,
construction contacts assistant at gburbery@sandi.net

Happy Holidays from Toolshed!

2002 CAT 320CL #2104, 6190 Hours,
EROPS, A/C, Auxiliary Hydraulics,
S/N: CAT0320CTANB02402.....$79,500

2006 CAT 303CR #1930, OROPS,
Blade, Aux. Hydraulics, 2866 hrs., Tier
2 Engine, Work Lights......$19,500

2003 DEERE 210LE #2172, OROPS,
4X4, GP Bucket, Gannon Box, 4 Spd,
Rippers, 2752 hrs..................$18,900

14
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2001 FERMEC 650B #2162, OROPS,
Lights, Std Bkt, Gannon Box, Rippers,
3 Pt Hitch, PTO, 1925 hrs.........$16,500

Let us
give you
rental
prices to
bid your
next job!

2007 CAT 420E #2189, e-Stick, Aux.
Hydraulics, QD Coupler, Solid Steer
Tires, GP Bkt, 3268 hrs., 4x2.....$45,900

2004 DEERE 310G #2190, 2 WD, JD
Controls, 2845 hrs., Fork Hooks, GP
Bkt, QC, Choice of Bucket.......$27,900

2005 BOBCAT T300 #1931, Q/D Bucket,
High Flow, Electrical hook up, Auxiliary
Hydraulics, Only 2980 hrs......$19,900

For more information contact Gary Hawthorne: (760) 644-6493
760.466.7790
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Associated General Contractors San Diego

Holiday Dinner Dance
December 7, 2013 At the Hotel Del Coronado

NAWIC – Chapter 21

AGC’s Engineering
& General
Contractors
Council

Block Kids

November Mixer & Forum

December 7, 2013

November 20, 2013

5 major agencies gave presentations
on their upcoming bidding projects for
2014 including: CalTrans, City of San
Diego, County of San Diego, Sandag,
and the San Diego Airport Authority

1st Place – Valerie Shoup
2nd Place – Jenavieve Herrera
3rd Place – Jack Ryan

Debbie Day retires after
21 years of service to
the EGCA/EGCC

Enjoy your Retirement!
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E-Verify Enhances Security
in Your Workplace
By: Glenn Gelman, CPA, MS-Tax, CFF
Glenn M. Gelman & Associates

1940 East 17th Street Santa Ana, CA 92705
Phone: (714) 667-2600 ext. 267
Email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com
Website: http://gmgcpa.com

Associated Subcontractors Alliance

Holiday Mixer & Dinner
Cruise and Casino Night
December 5, 2013
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E-Verify is a free Web-based system developed by
the Department of Homeland Security to help ensure
new hires are eligible to work in the United States.
This system compares the information provided by
the employee on a Form-1-9 (Employment Eligibility Verification) to data from Homeland Security and
the Social Security Administration. It then confirms
or denies employment eligibility.
A Beneficial Byproduct of E-Verify
The E-Verify system was implemented to allow employers to check the eligibility of individuals to work
legally in the United States.That’s a critical function
of this free Web-based system. But there’s more.
By pinpointing and deterring the fraudulent use
of Social Security numbers for work purposes, E-Verify is also an effective tool to foil identity theft.
“We are committed to strengthening E-Verify’s
ability to combat identity fraud,” said Alejandro
Mayorkas, director of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service or (USCIS).
“This new enhancement provides yet another significant safeguard for E-Verify users and could assist employees who have had their Social Security
numbers stolen or compromised.”
In the same way that a credit card company may
lock a credit card number that appears to be stolen,
the USCIS may lock a Social Security number that
is used fraudulently. Consistent use of E-Verify has
the potential to add peace of mind and security to
employers and to individuals affected by fraud.
E-Verify is now used by more than 450,000 businesses of all sizes to help ensure compliance with
work eligibility laws. It has one of the highest ratings
of federal government services for customer satis760.466.7790

faction, providing a measure of certainty to employers as they hire.
Background
New hires must prove to employers by the third
day of employment, that they are eligible to work in
the United States. To do so, an employee must provide a completed Form I-9, and a combination of
documents such as a Social Security card (not just
the number), a driver’s license, passport, visa, and
other possibilities, listed on the Form I-9.
Naturally, you expect new hires to be honest. But
unscrupulous individuals may provide documents
that are fake or stolen in order to get employment.
Even so, it is the employer who bears the ultimate responsibility to ferret out fraud. Failure to do so could
result in your company being subjected to audits,
fines, even forfeiture of assets.
To combat attempted fraud and to reduce human
error, Homeland Security created the E-Verify system as a tool employers may use to validate whether
employees are actually eligible to work in the United
States.
Getting Started
To begin using E-Verify, your human resources
department will need to enroll online. Take a look
at this enrollment checklist to see what to expect.
Once you are enrolled, with each new hire, you need
to complete the online form, entering information
about the employee from the documents he or she
provides.
Unlike other systems, verification is immediate.
You should know, though this system is highly effective, it is not foolproof. If an error does occur, your
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webinars and a dedicated
hotline
•Is free of charge
•Provides a “rebuttable
presumption” that you are
in compliance with employment eligibility laws and
•Your state may require the
use of E-Verify

Gelman Continued from Page 21

employee has eight federal
work days to contest a determination of ineligibility. The
system should also provide
alerts when a work authorization document will soon expire.
More Information
Here are some commonly
asked questions about the
E-Verify system, with answers
from the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Service.
How is E-Verify different
from the Social Security
number verification
service?
E-Verify confirms the employment eligibility of newly hired
employees. The Social Security
Administration’s program verifies
that a name matches a Social Security number (SSN). A person in
the United States may have a valid
SSN but not be authorized to work
in the United States.

participate in E-Verify?
E-Verify provides your company
the following benefits:
•Allows you to verify that your employees are authorized to work in
the United States and provides a
response in as little as three to
five seconds.
•Provides extensive resources
to assist you, including training,

Are Federal
Contractors Required
to Use E-Verify?
Yes. Federal contractors (and some subcontractors)
must electronically verify the employment eligibility of employees
working under covered federal
contracts (according to a presidential Executive Order and a
subsequent Federal Acquisition
Regulation).
The order and the rule reinforce federal government policy

Does E-Verify replace
Form I-9, Employment
Verification?
No, E-Verify does not replace
the legal requirement to complete and retain Form I-9. E-Verify
verifies the employment authorization of new hires based on the
information they provide on Form
I-9. You still must retain and store
Form I-9 in either paper, electronic, or microfilm/ microfiche format for as long as the employee
works for you, and then for the required retention period.

CONTRACTOR NEWS

Where can I enroll in
E-Verify?
You may enroll in through the
E-Verify enrollment website:
https://e-verify.uscis.gov/enroll/
How can I learn more about
using the E-Verify system?

Informative webinars are available to show you the ropes. Log
onto E-Verify webinar to see of
listing of dates when you can view
webinars live, or you can watch
helpful videos on a variety of topics. On this webpage you can
also find contact information (by
phone or e-mail) where you can
ask additional questions.
The E-Verify system is free,
quick, and simple to use. As fraud
continues to increase, it’s important to take advantage of opportunities to add a measure of security and comfort to your company’s
processes.

For more information,
contact Glenn M. Gelman &
Associates at
(714) 667-2600 or email:
mkarver@gmgcpa.com

Why should my company
22

that the federal government does
business only with organizations
that have a legal workforce. The
rule affects only federal contractors who were awarded a new contract on or after the effective date
of the rule, September 8, 2009.
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What Creates Successful
Marketing Implementation

WCC Partners with Hensel Phelps &
ACE Mentoring at the new Kaiser San
Diego Medical Center

By: Terry Kramer

Most construction firms have been desperately seeking the
most advantageous approaches to acquire work within the past
4-5 years. Some companies have reached out for assistance
with work acquisition and others have attempted to implement
work acquisition programs on their own. Given that there are
a multitude of project lead source resources available, one
could conclude that either these resources don’t work or that
construction firms do not know how to utilize them.

December 12, 2013

Students, Parents, Educators Learned how
a project develops from a concept to reality.
Planning, Designing, and Building!

Blindly
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Throwing Good
Money at Expansion
Surprisingly enough,
too many of the top U.S.
construction firms have
been lost when it comes
to marketing strategies
and project leads, whether these tasks are outsourced or performed
in-house. Let’s start with
a laundry list of failed
expansion attempts: 1)
Expansions to the mid-Atlantic region because
there were significant
projects available. Result: Branch losses of
$10M over a few years.
2) An expansion to Texas
because a client offered
1 project to build. Result: Branch losses of $23M over a few years. 3) An expansion to Southern California because a Manager liked it there
and the company knew an architect. Result:
Branch loss of $1M within 1 year. 4) An expansion to the Southwest U.S. because an Executive
wanted a Field Manager to be promoted. Result: Branch losses of $1-2M over a few years.
The commonalities were obvious in these expansion scenarios; No market research was
760.466.7790

performed, No contact
databases were built, No
business environmental
assessments were made
(local & regional business
habits), No competitor
analysis was conducted, No budgets were prepared, No market penetration strategies were deployed, No organizational
assessments were made
to select the best Branch
Managers, NIH Syndrome
(Not Invented Here) - In
each case, companies
made the same erroneous
cost/benefit trade-off decisions which decided that
outsourcing these expansion tasks cost too much
money, and these 4 companies lost a cumulative
$16M.
The Marketing Strategy Conundrum
There are still more work acquisition problems that construction firms experience beyond
expansion attempts, and that is with the basic
in-house work acquisition strategies. These
companies got it right because of out-sourced

December 2013
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Marketing Continued from Page 25

2014 Certified Project
Manager Series

assistance. Here are some examples: 1) An
East Coast engineering firm with multiple offices thought expanding services would grow the
company because of substantial revenue declines, when only 20% of current branch offices
offered the full slate of services. Result: Rolled
out marketing for complete service offerings &
hired the technical personnel at each branch
office to drive revenue growth per service. 2)
A Southwest construction firm’s revenues had
dropped by 60% and the company was not aware
of successful or non-performing services offered
per office and division, nor how to leverage marketing leads among subsidiaries. Result: A comprehensive review of service offerings, how to
market them, a determination of profitable business units, and a plan to integrate and leverage
services. 3) A Midwest contractor’s revenues
had dropped by 1/3 and the company had not instituted national work acquisition programs for
each revenue stream. The company spent $3M
over 3-4 years on work acquisition personnel to
come up with nothing. Result: There were organizational changes made within the Work Acquisition Group before national marketing programs
were created.
The commonalities were not as obvious with Marketing Strategies as
it was with the expansion scenarios:
• The inability to see the big picture and to create a grand vision
•Lack of skill-sets to carry out national marketing programs • The “frog in warm water” syndrome where the water boils and just about kills
these companies
• Infrequent executive meetings and lack of urgency to address the work acquisition problems
26
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Complete 10-class series includes:
1. Pre-Construction Planning
2. Victorious Project Management
3. Basics of Change Orders and
Claims
4. Scheduling for Management
5. Pricing & Negotiating Change
Orders & Claims Like a Pro
6. Problem Solving 101
7. Bloodless Construction
8. Construction Law
9. Effective Presentation Skills for
Project Managers
10. Project Management for the 21st
Century and Project Closeout
You will:
• Plan and Schedule Better Projects
• Increase Your Profits on Change
Orders and Claims
• Make Fewer Mistakes
• Learn the Entire Project Management
Process including Construction Law
• Learn to Properly Close-Out a
Construction Project Profitably

Dates & Locations
Los Angeles, CA
Thursday
January 30, 2014

TIME:
8:00 AM
TO
4:00 PM

San Diego, CA
Friday
January 31, 2014

$349 per seminar or $3,490.00 to
attend all the seminars.

Register for the series at least 10 days
prior to the first seminar, and pay only
$2,500.00, a total of $990 in savings!

Team Discount: Send 3 People & the 4th person is FREE!
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To register and view the complete
PM Series Schedule, VISIT:

www.sdcassociates.com
SDC & Associates, Inc.

9150 Chesapeake Dr. Ste. 190, San Diego, CA 92123
P: (800) SDC-3996 F: (800) SDC-3997
info@contractor-news.com

•Mis-guided investments, limited investments, and failure to measure Marketing ROI
• The wrong leadership and also insufficient leadership
• A mis-constructed company culture that failed to incorporate a “get work” mentality and value for
Work Acquisition personnel
• Similar NIH Syndrome (Not Invented Here) as above
• These 3 companies missed out on hundreds of millions in revenues and tens of millions in profits
that they should have acquired.
Marketing Implementation Contrast: Success & Failure
Quite often, discussing branch expansion and national marketing programs does not address all
of the work acquisition issues across a varied and fragmented construction industry. Here are 2
recent, contrasting examples of mid-sized companies:
Key Points to Implementation
President is Marketing-Oriented

Company #1 Success
Yes

Company #2 Failure
No

Marketing Personnel Possessed
Industry & Technical Knowledge

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Company Is Customer ServiceOriented

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Existing Customer Database

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Existing Marketing Tools

Yes and Sought To Improve

No but developed a few tools

Pursued New Project Leads

Yes

No but did eventually create

Recognized in Industry &
Community

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Identifiable Unique Selling Points

Yes and Sought To Improve

No but initial attempts made

Tries to Sell Price Focus

No

Yes

Negotiated Work

Yes and Sought To Improve

No

Planned Ahead

Yes – Saw Changes in the Market and
Responded

No – Waited 1.5 Years and Then
Hit the Panic Button

Acquired New Contracts

Yes – quickly negotiated a group of
new projects with solid profits

Yes – but hard bid projects that
lost money

Both of these companies were provided the same consulting services and paid the same amount of fees,
so the disparity in outcomes can be viewed as surprising. The simple answer for success is not always providing sufficient project leads, marketing tools, and marketing infrastructure guidance to a construction
firm, as similar results do not always follow. It is important to note that in the failed outcome, the construction firm over-rated the company’s strengths, situation, and personnel. On the other hand, the successful
firm was humble and underestimated the company’s strengths and abilities. Despite different sets of circumstances, the industry norm is to accept full blame for failures while not being given much credit for successes. The key take-away is that construction firms must have an existing marketing capability foundation
to accelerate implementation on their own in order to be successful with marketing, or it will take a lot of
out-sourced time, effort, and money to create work acquisition success as compared to other companies.
The failed outcome was definitely a case of “not knowing what you don’t know”.

—Our thanks to Terry Kramer, President of Kramer Management Consulting. He has been consulting within the
construction industry for over 25 years, and focuses on profitable strategic management of construction companies. He can be reached at 480-824-8194, or via e-mail at tkramer@k-advise.com
760.466.7790
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